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For many of us, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) are abstract terms that have
become popularized for their roles in automation and robotics. In healthcare, uses of AI emerged
several decades ago and have significantly expanded to the present day.Data Pulse presents a
current snapshot of uses of AI in healthcare, including essential opportunities and challenges.
The discussion explores its impact at many levels of the healthcare system, from researchers
and entrepreneurs to physicians and patients.With easily understood language, Marcetich
defines common terms of AI and shows us how various AI tools are influencing research,
clinical, and administrative areas of healthcare. The reader will learn how current discoveries
build on the decades of previous work in biology, robotics, and computer science, along with the
unforeseen ethical and legal challenges they have provoked.Data Pulse is a story of important
partnerships and strategies that are reshaping modern healthcare through AI. It will inform our
view of the past, present, and rapidly evolving future of AI in healthcare.
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Nifemi Aluko, “Data, Healthcare, and our future!! Great read.. This book demystifies artificial
intelligence and the use of data in Healthcare. The author combines scientific data with narrative
that helps us ponder the important use of our information in building a more streamlined
Healthcare system. He points out pertinent questions about privacy, decision-making, and ethics
(who's responsible for important health decisions when the algorithm can also have biases
based on the sample-size on which the AI models are trained on?). Amazing read for anyone
that's thinking about Healthcare and our proximate future.”

Billie Tuvshinbayar, “Excellent book to read!. We all know, at some point in the future everything
will be dependent on the AI. Travel, service and finance - each of these industries will be using
automated computerized systems aka AI. What about the health care industry? Can we trust AIs
implemented in the health care industry? I really liked how the author discussed the possible
issues with data ownership, "training" AIs, and being responsible for their possible "computer"
errors. The writing is excellent and I definitely recommend this book!”

Ahmed O Siddiqui, “AI isn't scary after you read this!. I was always scared of the term "AI" but the
way that it is explained in this book and how it can be applied in healthcare to save lives was
really eye opening for me. Really enjoyable read, was able to grasp the concepts really easily
and I can't wait to see more applications of this at future health tech startups!”

Heather C Ingram, “Demystifies AI, machine learning, NLP, deep learning etc.. I appreciated the
way that the author steps through the history of AI and machine learning, managing to be
technical and precise without boring. It is a great primer for folks who don't know much about or
are even a little intimidated by the subject. I also appreciated how the author laid out obstacles
and challenges for trusting AI systems, in particular ethical AI, before laying out opportunities
and ways that AI is, can, will drive innovation.”

EV, “Will expand your mind. Right at the intersection of AI, healthcare, and ethics, author
Matthew Marcetich evolves the dialogue around what meaningful implementation will look like in
the near future. Interesting read!”

Wendy Marx, “A timely Book on an Essential Subject. Our healthcare system is burdened as
never before thanks to COVID-19. AI, while in its early stages in healthcare, could make a
tremendous difference in our abilities to fight disease and be healthier. Data Pulse is a
compelling read about the potential for AI to create a more intelligent system that enhances
human life. I wholeheartedly recommend this book.”

Victoria Bennis, “AI-healthcare condundrum. Fascinating overview of AI, its history, and its



application to healthcare.I did not appreciate -- until reading this book -- how high the stakes are:
incorporating AI into healthcare would make us healthier; but AI requires mass data collection;
that data collection is at odds with personal privacy.Would you widely share your private health
issues (including with insurance companies, likely increasing premiums) in exchange for a
greater likelihood of better health? It's up to policymakers to strike the right balance.”

The book by Matthew Marcetich has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 17 people have provided feedback.
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